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**Why subscribe and read**

Polish Journal of Veterinary Sciences is the wide-spectrum journal devoted to veterinary medicine publishing papers which may have a significance for international audience. Published papers are submitted not only from Poland, but also from Portugal, Spain, Italy, Greece, Croatia, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Lithuania, Latvia, Turkey, Iran, Jordan, China, and others. Due to significant Impact Factor there is a good chance that the papers will be of interest to scientific community.

**Why submit**

Polish Journal of Veterinary Sciences publishes papers which are accessible to an international audience due to indexing by many abstracting and full-text databases. The most important are Thomson-Reuters and MEDLINE and they assure international circulation of the published papers. The Impact Factor of the Journal is 0.435, which is a good value for wide spectrum journal in the field of veterinary medicine. It gives a good chance that the paper will be noticed by an international community. We provide for authors a linguistic editing service which is covered by a page charge.

**Similarity Check Plagiarism Screening System**

The editorial board is participating in a growing community of Similarity Check System's users in order to ensure that the content published is original and trustworthy. Similarity Check is a medium that allows for comprehensive manuscripts screening, aimed to eliminate plagiarism and provide a high standard and quality peer-review process.

Detailed description of the Similarity Check System can be found at: [https://www.crossref.org/services/similarity-check/](https://www.crossref.org/services/similarity-check/)